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Crossing at the CMS Experiment
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The Real-time Histogramming Unit (RHU) is a VME board for sampling and processing discriminated signals
from detectors in real time and free of dead-time. The RHU is used at the CMS experiment to measure the
arrival time of signals from the BCM1F detectors relative to the orbit trigger of the LHC at CERN. The RHU
incorporates a FPGA, 21MBit memory and an embedded Linux system for readout. For each input channel a
histogram is produced by the FPGA algorithm in real time that contains the hits per bunch over several orbits.
A postmortem buffer can be used for data analysis after a beam dump.

Summary
The Real-time Histogramming Unit (RHU) is a VME board for sampling and processing discriminated signals
from detectors in real time and sending data via network. The RHU is used at the CMS experiment to measure
the time of signals from the BCM1F detectors relative to the orbit trigger of the LHC.The detectors are installed
close to the interaction point inside the CMS detector to measure both collision products and beam halo. The
RHU incorporates a FPGAwith 5MBit internal memory, 16MBit external memory and a single board computer
(SBC).The FPGA of the RHU reads out the detector channels and samples the hits with a frequency of 160MHz,
synchronous to the LHC bunch clock. For each channel a histogram is produced in real time that contains the
hits as a function of time collected over several orbits mapped on the time of an orbit. The histograms have a
binning of 6.25ns and contain 14256 bins. The external memory is used to store the last 50 orbits of sampling
data in a ring buffer. When a beam dump occurs, the RHU stops sampling and the postmortem data can be
read out for analysis. Every 2048 orbits, the histogram buffers are read out via the Linux based SBC and are
transferred via network to the Luminosity DAQ. To avoid dead time, the histogram buffers are implemented
as a dual buffer system and sampling continues while software reads out the data. The SBC is connected via a
static memory interface to the FPGA for read out and has a bandwidth of 20MByte/sec. The SBC incorporates
a 32Bit ARM926 Core at 400MHz and 128MB of RAM. A Linux Kernel driver has been implemented to achieve
full performance at the interrupt-based read out. In the user space, a TCP server waits for connections and
sends the data to connected clients. A software framework has been developed to allow access to the data of
the RHU via network and can be used with ROOT programs for data analysis. The framework uses shared
memory to allow multiple clients on the same machine to reuse the network connection to the RHU device
and to save bandwidth.
Results on the performance of prototypes used in the last running period are presented.
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